One-tone suppression in the cochlear nerve of the gerbil.
One-tone rate suppression has been reported several times for auditory nerve fibers of mammalian and non-mammalian vertebrates. Because its properties are very similar to those of two-tone rate suppression, the possibility exists that one-tone rate suppression is the result of an interaction within the inner ear of the suppressing tonal stimulus and some ongoing extraneous acoustic stimulus. For this reason, reports of one-tone rate suppression often elicit suspicions that the investigators were not sufficiently careful in controlling leaks in their acoustic barriers or in the electrical pathways to their acoustic drivers. Recent reports of one-tone rate suppression in pigeon basilar-papillar fibers and goldfish saccular fibers were accompanied by descriptions of measures taken to avoid such leaks. In this paper, we describe one-tone rate suppression in a mammal, the Mongolian gerbil; and we demonstrate that the background spike activity being suppressed is not driven by either external sounds coming from outside the acoustic isolation test chamber or by non-stimulus electrical inputs to the acoustic driver. The suppressed background spike activity evidently arises from sources within the animal. These sources may be non-acoustic, associated with spontaneous pre- or post-synaptic ion-channel activity; or they may be acoustic sources--internal sound or vibration generators.